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British English spelling and punctuation is preferred.
Non-discriminatory language is mandatory.
Explanatory notes should be kept to a minimum. If it is necessary to use them, they must be numbered
consecutively in the text and listed at the end of the article. Please do not embed notes in the text.
Please do not embed bibliographic references in the text, footnotes, live links or macros; the final
submitted file should be clear of track changes and ready for print.
Tables and charts should be separated from the text and submitted in a Word or Excel file, with their
placement in the text clearly indicated by inserting: ‘Table X here’. Please provide numbers, titles and
sources (where appropriate).
Figures, diagrams and maps should be separated from the text and, ideally, submitted in an
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formats. If the figures, diagrams and maps are in other formats (i.e. have been pasted into a Word file
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(where appropriate).
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